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BOOK REVIEWS
The new book has three parts, consisting of bacterial physiology, im-
munology, and virology. The aim is to provide a text for college and grad-
uate students taking general microbiology or immunology. It reduces the
bulk and expense of the parent volume by deleting chapters on antimicrobial
defences of the host and pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and viruses. The main
emphasis is on molecular genetics and cell physiology which the study of
microbes has elucidated, fundamentals of immunology, and the known
mechanisms of viral function. In addition, the smaller book has an expanded
list of references, enhancing its utility for graduate students.
Unequivocally these two books represent the most comprehensive and
readable texts that I have seen for the student in microbiology. The objec-
tive in producing two books is worthwhile and the authors have selected
the chapters wisely. The sections of the smaller book are all well written,
with the chapters on immunology being especially clear and well organized.
I found, as many of my classmates had, that these chapters are some of the
few from our basic science texts that are actually fun to read. The authors
use key experiments to state principles, and illustrate them with a large
number of Figures. The sentence that summarizes each sub-section is
printed in bold-face type, making review easier. The publishers have done
an excellent job in layout and binding of the book, with only minor typo-
graphical errors in this first edition.
Probably the strongest recommendation I can give is that my review of
microbiology from this text brought new understanding and enthusiasm for
the subject. It is hoped that future editions of the two books will continue
to appear as the field which they contribute to continues to grow.
BRUCE A. REITZ
ORIGINS OF MODERN BIOLOGY. By Url Lanham. New York, Columbia
University Press, 1968. x, 273 pp. $7.50.
Despite its title, Origins of Modern Biology, Url Lanham's book confines
itself, for the most part, to the corpus of traditional biology and only tenu-
ously relates these areas to modern biology and particularly to molecular
biology. The- Classical, the Roman and Medieval, and the Renaissance
periods are all hastily treated, the treatment harboring much personal con-
jecture amidst the defined history. Indeed, the historiography throughout
the text is lacking in discipline; too often the author lapses into whimsy in
his discussion of natural and man-created phenomenon.
The first chapters constitute an overview of the development of biology
from primitive societies, equivalent in development to those studied by
Malinowski, until the early Eighteenth Century. The greatest part of the
material is general, including neither new information nor a fresh schema
into which the material could be fitted. In the midst of the flight through
time, the author hesitates to dote in extravagant detail on certain points.
The text at such times, as in the discussion of physical anthropology,
seems beyond the need of the educated reader at whom the book is directed
and beyond the value such points command in a general, historic prelude
to modern biology.
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The remainder of the work, excepting the final chapter, is made up of
nicely composed biographical sketches of figures that loom large in the
legends of biology, and some insight into the scientific Zeitgeist within
which the men existed. Linnaeus, Lyell, Darwin, Pasteur, and Mendel
are present along with the host of figures who served as foils for the
Promethean protagonists. These sketches are made especially interesting
by the extensive use of quotations, giving the reader a feeling of closeness
to the personality under consideration.
In the final chapter an attempt is made to connect traditional to modern
biology. The attempt to demonstrate facile continuity fails. Thomas Kuhn
has suggested, in the Structure of Scientific Revolutions, that what appears
as a natural dialectic progress leading to heightened comprehension of
nature, appears as such only from hindsight. The writing of history, espe-
cially that of science, too often smoothes over discontinuities in its descrip-
tion of the calculus of the accumulation of knowledge and wisdom. His-
torians of science, it sometimes seems, try to make the historic process fit
their idea of what should have occurred had deft application of scientific
methodology been the framework of investigation throughout the ages.
Lanham falls into this trap in dealing with the transition of Twentieth
Century biology; this pitfall is coped with far better in the biographic
sketches.
In all, this text holds little for the reader knowledgeable in the history
of biology. The less sophisticated reader, if careful to separate history from
whimsy, will find the book an accurate, readable glance at the history of
biology.
BARRY B. PERLMAN
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY. By Robley J. Light. New York,
W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1968. 166 pp. $8.50 ($2.95 paperback).
For what it was intended to be, Robley J. Light's work is next to, if not,
perfect. The book could readily find use as a last step in the undergraduate
education of one who had concentrated in biology and chemistry, or as a
first step for one embarking on a medical or other graduate program.
Professor Light, of necessity, had to be selective in what he presented,
but a listing of the chapters-"The Living Organism," "Catalysis," "En-
ergy," "Metabolism," "Information Transfer," "Control Mechanisms,"
and "Perspectives"-indicates that the major areas are covered. The latter
two topics are particularly well done with the operon concept being pre-
sented as decently as can be expected considering the scope of the book.
One small point of style enhances the readability of the book. Formulas
of molecules dealt with in the text, for example 2,3-Diphospho-D-glyceric
acid, are drawn out in the near vicinity of mention, and tagged with a
Roman numeral to which they are referred in the future for easy back
reference. Professor Light also deserves praise for extensive use of readily
available Scientific American articles in his "Suggested Reading" lists at
the end of each chapter. Further, the Figures are always instructive and
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